
Lost cube
“ Everyone is unusual ” When you find your way, you will no longer be lost.



During the isolation time of the new coronavirus

epidemic, I watched many movies. What impressed

me more is the movies about autism, such as

"TEMPLE GRADIAN". Why is the feeling deep?

Because this film tells a story about a person with

autism who was never understood until the final

success on the growth path, it also reminds me that

wearing a mask during the new coronavirus

epidemic is not understood by some people. This is

also me. Personal experience

There are many different views on autism in today's

society. Some people think that it is a disease,

while others think that it is nerve diversity, not a

disease. I think people don't know enough about

autism, and they don't let everyone really

understand autism. In my next design, I hope

people can understand autism, no matter what

point of view. So I started to study autism, so as to

reduce social discrimination against them.collage



Why would I do about the autism space?
Maintaining an appropriate distance from others is important for establishing 

effective communication and good interpersonal relations. Most of us don't think 

twice about where to stand when talking to another person. We just know what's 

right. But for people with autism, some of their interactive behaviors can be 

identified as socially disabling, according to some researchers. 

Although "seemingly effortless" to most people, judging the right distance to 

stand from someone is a "complex and dynamic social judgment." This skill 

depends on many factors, such as your relationship to the other person, your 

age, gender, emotions, culture and, of course, the situation in which you find 

yourself. Any atypicality of social distancing may impact daily social interactions. 

“In 2018, one out of every 78 children was diagnosed as autistic, compared to 

one out of 210 in 2007” in Israel, according to a Haaretz article. The proportion 

of Israeli children diagnosed with an autism spectrum disorder jumped 169 

percent in the past decade, according to a study conducted by Maccabi 

Healthcare Services.” Each individual is unique in terms of where they stand on 

the spectrum and how much their conditions are limiting their day-to-day life. 

Instead of them having to adapt to the environment designed for the average 

people, the environment should cater to these challenges. The ways in which 

physical surroundings are designed can drastically improve or limit how well a 

person on the spectrum can operate in the world.
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I chose the most basic three primary

colors as the structural walls inside the

space. The combination of three primary

colors and acrylic can have more colors.






